¢ SPHERGO POP® TUCK N’ GO™ AND PRESS N’ GO™ SURFACE CLEANING TOOLS
Companion Cleaning Tools to the
SPHERGO® Flat Surface Cleaning System
SPHERGO POP® tools offer no-touch disposal of soiled cleaning pads. No-touch
disposal minimizes cross contamination and transmission of pathogens and
germs from soiled pads to clean surfaces or other persons.
SPHERGO POP® cleaning tools can be used with the SPHERGO® extended reach
pole or the telescoping pole to eliminate awkward bending and help clean those
hard to reach places - sold separately.

SPHERGO POP® TUCK n’ GO™
Designed for use with almost any disposable wiper or reusable wiper for your specific
cleaning tasks while eliminating the need to touch the soiled wiper after use. When
you are finished cleaning, simply press the trigger and “pop” off the wiper over the
refuse container. The “pop” eliminates touching the dirty wiper and the “poof” or
cloud of dust and debris associated with other popular cleaning tools.
Designed for use with 8" x 11" wipers, such as
the SPHERGO POP® Dry Cleaning Cloths, but
accommodates most disposable or reusable
wipers that can be folded to size. The “teeth” of the
tool will hold the wiper securely in place during use.

SPHERGO POP® PRESS n’ GO™
Specially Designed for Convenience Floor Care
SPHERGO POP® PRESS n’ GO® is lightweight and easy to use. No need to touch the
cleaning pads – simply Press n’ Go and when finished “Pop” the pad off the base.
Ideal size and 360° rotation for tight and confined spaces in the home, restrooms,
utility rooms, lunch rooms and more. Use with MicroWorks® Microfiber washable and
disposable pads for optimal cleaning.

Infection Control
SPHERGO POP® tools offer notouch disposal of soiled cleaning pads.

SPHERGO POP® TUCK n’ GO™ Surface Cleaning Tools

••
Cleaning tool designed for use with almost any disposable wiper
••
Allows you to remove the soiled wipers without touching them
••
Accommodates most disposable or reusable wipers; designed for use with
8”x11” wipers, but will fit any wiper that can be folded to size
Item #

Description

Case Pack

2505-SPH-MTG-EA TUCK n’ GO™ Tool
2505-SPH-MTG

1 ea

TUCK n’ GO Tool

12/cs

™

SPHERGO POP® Dry Cleaning Cloths

••
Use for wiping, dusting, cleaning counters and floors
••
Soft and strong; herringbone pattern attracts and traps dust, dirt and debris
••
8" x 11", 100% Polyester duster folded to fit Sphergo Pop® TUCK n’ GO™ tool
••
Convenient 64 count bonus pack has resealable lid for sanitary storage
••
Can be used dry with or without tool
Item #

Description

N-SPH-DO664

Dry Cleaning Cloths

Size

Case Pack

8" x 11"

64/bx - 6 bx/cs

How To Use TUCK n’ GO™ Surface Cleaning Tool:
1. Press triggers to open plates.
2. Place tool on top of cleaning cloth. Tuck ends between the plates.
3. Press down until you hear a “click.” Start cleaning!
4. When cleaning is complete, do not touch the soiled cloth. To remove,
hold over refuse container.Press the triggers to reopen plates. Allow
soiled cloth to slide off tool and into garbage receptacle.
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SPHERGO POP® PRESS n’ GO™ Surface Cleaning Tools

••
Cleaning tool with levers that “pop” the soiled microfiber cleaning pad off
when finished with use
••
Ideal size and 360° rotation for tight and confined spaces in the home,
restrooms, utility rooms, lunch rooms, and more
••
No touch minimizes cross-contamination from soiled pads to other surfaces
or persons
Item #

Description

Case Pack

2505-SPH-MPG-EA PRESS n’ GO Tool

1 ea

™

2505-SPH-MPG

PRESS n’ GO™ Tool

12/cs

How To Use PRESS n’ GO™ Surface Cleaning Tool:
1. Press triggers to open plates.
2. Place the tool on top of the loop side of the microfiber pad.
3. Press down until you hear a “click.” Start cleaning!
4. When cleaning is complete, do not touch the soiled pad. To
remove, hold over refuse or storage container.Press the triggers
to reopen plates. The pad will “pop” off into the container.
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